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Motoring Adventure

FROM the editor

Sometimes to find out the most information,
asking questions is not the best way to go about
it. I tried something new at a big vintage racing event this year. Instead of interviewing, I
shut up and listened.
I had the opportunity to sit with some legends,
one with many wins and podiums in a Spitfire amongst other Triumphs throughout his
career. We sat down at a picnic table in the
snack bar of Summit Point Motorsports Park
and I just listened to stories between two icons
in racing, but more importantly, friends and
teammates for a lifetime. Not only did I get a
little bit of information -which is what I was
going for- but I also felt like I made a couple
of friends. To sit and listen to stories of these
cars we love in a championship settings with a
Triumph team making a part of history that
needs to be heard and should be told.
It was really simple. I just listened to them, let
them know I was interested, and I got to hear
stories that were not only entertaining but are
a piece of time. Those times long gone, when
people loved cars and especially Triumphs.
They told me stories of mischief and impressive
skill. Stories that sound so out of reach in these
times. As I sat there and listened, I realized I
was in a pretty cool place. The sounds of valve
clatter and controlled explosions of a vintage
race car in the background and them talking
a little louder. Just loud enough to hear their
voices over the passing roar, one by one.
The stories continued for a bit and we had a
lot of laughs between historic feats and amaz4

ing risks compared to the rule ridden racing
factions of today ALTHOUGH NEEDED. It
sounded pretty dangerous back in the day and
the policy of “everyone goes home” is a good
rule that is enforced diligently today. But on the
other hand, there is this mysterious, intriguing
energy that radiates from some of these historic
figures. Some of the extraordinary ideas of business, of experimental equipment, of gambles of
speed and safety. It makes for cool stories, some
I am sure were “padded” but intriguing nonethe-less…
I think we can learn a lot from the pioneers. Their
stories should be listened to and shared. I definitely recommend attending a vintage race at a
local track. It’s a laid back environment full of
cool cars, even cooler people, and as much overtaking, tire squeal, and racing smells to heighten
all the senses. I will remember not only my “interview,” but the entire event to and from. That’s
a different story (or four) completely.
It assured me that I was in the right place at the
right time. The stories, memories, and friends
made in the rolling, rocky hills full of large trees
and roads cut right around them. The torrential
downpour causing flooding problems and race
delays were even enjoyable to some extent. At
least memorable, for certain. I got a lot out of
the entire week because I tried to put in as much
as possible. Go be a part of it. Well worth it!!!

Shawn
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The staff of Spitfire & GT6 Magazine expresses
its sincere gratitude to the many supporters
and suppliers of stories, photos and
technical information.

Letters to the editor

Dear Spitfire & GT6 Magazine...

I have enjoyed the magazine since
inception and appreciate your work
as editor. I hope to have a feature
that you might be able to use later
this year or early next. In some recent pictures, Spitfires have been
pictured with clear plastic lens covers not unlike the early XKE look.
Some like the Macau version exhibit additional bodywork but I
noticed a couple that were fit to the
existing body shell. I haven’t seen
an advertisement for these. I have
been contemplating thermoforming some out of acrylic sheet but my
time is short to do so. If any readers
or advertisers are a source for these
it would be good to know.
Thanks.

Just wondering, has anyone ever posted
a Spitfire with air conditioning? It gets
too hot in North Texas to drive with
the top down or up during most of the
summer.
Dwayne Jackson
In the last issue (#48), we featured a
MK1 with AC in Japan. It consists of a
compilation of Isuzu and Rover parts.
Nicely done too...

FORE

VER

Larry Sutton
Larkspur, CO
USPS

Thank you very much for the continued support over the years. It
means that we can can keep doing
what we love and bring you this
magazine. Thank you for that!
There are a few out there, but in
small numbers. If anyone wants to
convey their experiences, please respond to this question at shawn@
triumphspitfire.com

This brings back some memories. I
had a Spitfire, my buddy had a GT6.
We came up with a home-made
short shift trick that worked on
both. We removed the shift lever and
all the spring-loaded gubbins at the
bottom, then took the hemispherical plastic pivot-ball and shortened
it by sawing it off. Everything went
back together, except we inverted
everything, which changed the pivot
point. To prevent selecting reverse
by accident we took a piece of scrap
steel cut to the same length as the
stock reverse blocker, drilled mounting holes to match the original and
then drilled and ground a slot that
would accept the reverse lockout
pin. The only change from driving a
standard car was that you had to lift
the lever to engage reverse instead of
pushing down. After success with the
first one we duplicated it for the other car, and also cut down the stick by
a couple of inches, ground it to size
and tapped new threads for the shift
knob. When finished the shift throw
was reduced about 25-30%. It was
fun watching the mechanics at the
local dealer trying to back it up!
Bill Morgan

Enjoying the present issue. Great article
with Steve Knoll...

Thanks Bill! We have a few projects around here, so maybe we'll be
talking to you about one of them.
Thanks for sharing!

Clark Nicholls
Hi Shawn,
How would I go about getting a
copy to the UK?
Thanks
Harry Every
Thanks Harry. We send to the UK
and many other countries. For
subscription info, visit the website
www.triumphspitfire.com
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Thanks Clark! It was a pleasure doing
the interview with Steve Knoll. I got to
hang out with him again at Summit
Point Motorsports Park for this year's
Kastner Cup. We met up with some of
the old Group 44/Misery Manor guys.
A memorable experience and I drove
away with experiences and best of all
friendships.
Thanks for the continued support on
our Facebook page also!

I used to have a ‘73 Spitfire with a
240Z engine and 5 speed. It was
loads of fun even if the engine was set
too close to the firewall and I toasted my toes in the Summer. Having
a built in heater in the Winter was
good though...
Troy La Mana
So many modifications, so little
time. Thanks for writing in!!!

Spitfire & GT6 Magazine & “for enthusiasts, by enthusiasts”

industry News

This section is designed to inform readers of events, news, and announcements involved in our hobby.
Send announcements to: P.O. Box 30806, Knoxville, TN 37930 or info@triumphspitfire.com

Spit Bits has remade the fuel pump for early
Triumph Spitfire 1962 1970 and the Triumph Herald.
This pump is a high quality item made very
similar to the original AC pump
it also incorporates an improved design
priming lever and supplies fuel at
the correct pressure for SU Carburetors.
These pumps are available at a cost of

$39.95

www.spitbits.com
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %
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little BITS OF SPITS

Howard's Place

Photo Jason Lynch

Photo Herald Heritage CC

Photo John Compton

Larry the Cable Guy

G. Takei

Facebook Finds

Howard is always on the lookout!
Photo Red Eye Radio

Photo Paul Gannicliffe

Photo George Takei Facebook Pg

Craiglist for sale

Photo George Takei Facebook Page

Photo George Takei Facebook Page

Signs
Photo worldpress.com

Photo Fast Car Magazine
Photo abletoknow.org

Photo Oddee.com

Photo BBC

Photo stupidsigns.com

Got something Weird, Wacky or Wonderful?
Send it to info@triumphspitfire.com or P.O. Box 30806, Knoxville, TN 37930

* Grippey tires. What brand?
Irv Corey
* It’ll buff out!!
Darrell Wood

he
captiotn
s

* Another Spit died in flames defending the Queen.
Ralph Hansen
* Chrome looks decent...
Andy Stark
* That had a hot time in the city!
Diane Seum
Photo courtesy Chris Steibel

little BITS OF SPITS

e
h
t
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n
ca tio

Last issue and on TriumphSpitfire.com, we asked readers to send us suggestions
for a caption for the photo to the left. Listed below are some of the responses.

* New parking concept catches fire in France.
Johnathan Silverthorn
* Antigravity generator made in England - guaranteed not to catch fire
within the first 100 miles.
Henning Petersmann
* Free valet parking at the museum!
Bill Archambault

...
e
u
s
s
i
Next

* Ran when parked?
Patrick Hall
* Those old cars drive me up the wall!
Kai Hansen
* Road exit!
Jeanine Tanne
* There has to be easier ways to check for loose change under the seat.
Ward Wixon
* I’d like a Spitfire on the side, please!
Daniel Parrott
* British hover - car display. Unfortunately powered by Lucas electrics.
Kenny Wymore

Photo courtesy Radek Labus

Send your caption suggestions
to info@triumphspitfire.com
or p.o. Box 30806,
Knoxville, TN 37930-0806

back issues
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And Finally:
Probably an oil spot on the wall...
Joe Friel
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LITTLE BITS OF SPITS

Triumph Two Wheelin'

Gary Adam Feldman
and his
Triumph Bicycle
Philadelphia
Pennsylvania
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Spotted in the Wild

Scott Ogilvie "Artform"

Shannon Oswald
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READER'S SUBMISSION

To have your car featured in the next issue and on
the TriumphSpitfire.com website, e-mail us at
info@triumphspitfire.com
or mail to:
P.O. Box 30806, Knoxville, TN 37930 USA
12
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READER'S submission

lAURENT cALLOT

Photography
Reims,
France

Spitfire & G T 6 M a g a z i n e & w w w . T r i u m p h S p i t f i r e . c o m
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READER'S RIDES

Desmond Harney
1975 Spitfire 1500
Balinasloe, Galway, Ireland

14
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READER'S RIDES

Gero von Randow

Hamburg, Germany

To have your car featured in the next issue and on
the TriumphSpitfire.com website, e-mail us at
info@triumphspitfire.com
or mail to:
P.O. Box 30806, Knoxville, TN 37930 USA
Spitfire & G T 6 M a g a z i n e & w w w . T r i u m p h S p i t f i r e . c o m
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READER'S rides
When I first saw the Spitfire it had been left in the back of a timber
warehouse on the outskirts of London for about 7 years. It’s a late 1970
MK3 and when I got it home I was surprised to discover that it had a new
floor, new sills, and a replacement bonnet. It’s had some welding to the rear
end, has been resprayed, and still has more work to do.
Kevin Searles Swanley, United Kingdom
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Brent Jernigan at Lake Waccamaw, North Carolina

Dale Wallace's Racer Steve Belfer photo

Gary Crozier's custom GT6 model

A different kind of GT6 build...
Spitfire & GT6 Magazine & “for enthusiasts, by enthusiasts”

READER'S rides

Both cars built in 1962 and one of the
very first production numbers. One is
my Spa White 1962 Spitfire4 (with
the white bulkhead). These are taken
during a cosmetic restoration and has
commission number FC57. The second is my other Powder Blue 1962
Spitfire4 with commission number
FC135.

Spitfire & G T 6 M a g a z i n e & w w w . T r i u m p h S p i t f i r e . c o m

I wanted to send you some pictures of
the Spitfire4 drainage pipe including
elbow outlet rubber. These have only
been used on the very early production numbers.
Ron Verlaan
Armere, Flevolen, The Netherlands
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reader's rides

Beryl Our 1973 MK3 Triumph GT6
My wife and myself have always (first individually and
now together) had an interest in classic cars. When we
married in 1997 my late Father owned a Magenta (known
as Priscilla) 1973 GT6 which he bought for my Mother
and I bought it from him for my wife as a wedding present as she was always very keen on it. A few years later we
started a family and our finances became strained & the
car needed work, the gearbox packed up so we sold it on
for spares/repairs. I could not afford to have it repaired
so I promised my wife at some point I would buy her
another one.
Years later me moved in next to my wife’s childhood
neighbour & unbeknownst to us, Beryl was in his garage
which meant approximately 20 years ago when my wife
was flashing her headlights at the Mimosa GT6 driving in
the area whilst she was in the Magenta one. She had now
moved in next door to it. Our neighbour mentioned he
wanted to sell her and she had been standing for years. My
cousin bought her & spent lots of time & money getting
her road worthy including a full engine re-build and respray. He had her for 15 years and two years ago I kept my
promise & bought Beryl from my cousin for my wife and
18

we have spent the last few years finishing her off.
We gave her a complete new interior of which the seats
and all the trim we did ourselves, which was daunting. We
had never done anything like it before. We bought leather
seat covers from Park Lane Classics and Owen the owner
was very helpful. My wife re-covered the crash bar and all
interim trim herself albeit she had four goes at the tunnel
cover. I re-furbished the dials with new glass & bezels.
Also the wheels were sprayed gloss black, the centre caps
cleaned up, and chrome beauty rings fitted. The roof lining & dash and all the re-fitting was done by my friend
Roy Castle at Roy Castle & Co in the South Cambridge
Village where we live. Whilst she was in for her interior
Roy also gave her a full service including new front discs,
rear shocks etc. Mostly serviceable items. That was two
years ago.
This year was the gearbox & diff. Beryl ‘crunched’ going

Spitfire & GT6 Magazine & “for enthusiasts, by enthusiasts”

READER's rides

down from 3rd to 2nd gear and after seeking advice via the GT6
Facebook page and meeting a real gent who re-furbs GT6 boxes.
Roy took her existing box out and I took it up to Birmingham &
replaced it with a fully re-furbed box done all with the very limited
stock of Triumph parts left. While I was there I also sourced a new diff
because our existing was not whining but making a loud knocking
noise. We were unsure whether it was the diff or leaf spring mounts.
Anyway, Roy fitted the new gearbox, diff, and new bushes to the rear
leaf spring, a new clutch and she now drives lovely. While in with Roy
this year he also dressed the engine bay which was not done when
my cousin had her re-sprayed and we decided to go down the black
route & painted the existing rocker cover black, chassis, wishbones,
bulkhead etc black. We brightened it up with some new yellow hoses,
leads, and some new carb heat shields. The re-spray was a few years
ago now so the next thing will be to save for another paint job further
down the road. However, between now & then we’re just going to
enjoy Beryl!

Jason Hort
Bassingbourn, Cambridgeshire, United Kingdom

Spitfire & G T 6 M a g a z i n e & w w w . T r i u m p h S p i t f i r e . c o m
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READER'S Story

Triumphant Castles
I’m not a garage guy. Frankly speaking,
I can barely do the basic maintenance
and just a bit more I learned since I
own a classic car. The reason I love
these old ladies is the driving experience they give me, less comfortable
and safe than the modern cars but way
more exciting! Living in Italy it’s not
difficult to find lovely places to visit
with great roads to drive hence I just
do it whenever I can. Every year I take
a holiday with one of my classic cars,
enjoying a different way to travel which
makes you see the world around you
under a new and unexpected light.
In these last years I’ve been in Tuscany
and Umbria with my Spitfire 1500
and while planning another trip I
came across a GT6. I chased the “poor
man’s Jag” since I’ve got the Spitfire
but it’s not easy to find one in Italy,
especially at a reasonable price. Some
months ago I met a gentleman who let
me try his 1969 Mk2 which he owned

20

Driving a GT6 through history, culture, and gastronomy
in the Duchy of Parma and Piacenza by Alessandro Maschi
for 15 years. Then last Christmas I
received a call from him in which he
told me that he decided to sell it…
because of the end of the restoration
of his “rich man Jag”, an amazing
E-type finally ready for the road. In
a few weeks I brought the Triumph
home.
The GT6 was in good shape, being
restored some years ago and wellkept by the previous owner. Its Valencia Blue makes it even more of
a rarity than it actually is. Bear in
mind that from 1968 to 1970 only
22 Mk2’s were sold in Italy and only
a dozen of them are thought to be
still running! This one came with
triple Weber carburetors, Triumph
Tune manifolds, modified camshaft
and handmade exhaust, thus gaining
power and sound. Minator wheels,
Corbeau seats and vintage driving
lights are the other bonus.

Spitfire & GT6 Magazine & “for enthusiasts, by enthusiasts”

READER'S story
so we just took a
A detail that makes my (and a few others) GT6
couple of photos.
Mk2 almost unique in the world is the Italian
Our destination
rear light. Indeed, from 1962 to the early ‘70s
after lunch was
Ducati Meccanica Bologna – the same comthe hamlet and
pany which now builds amazing motorcycles
the castle in Ri– was the official importer of Triumph cars in
valta
Trebbia.
Italy and due to the Italian laws they changed
Unsurprisingly
the rear lights splitting the red plastic cover in
the castle has
two, orange and red. These Italian lights were
its own ghost:
mounted on the Spitfire Mk1 to Mk3 and
Giuseppe, who
GT6 Mk1 and Mk2, counting a few hundred
cars. An exclusive badge was then installed on used to be the cook and an irreducible Latin
some models but not on the GT6 Mk2.
lover, seduced the young wife of the butler
who had its revenge by hanging the heartAfter replacing filters, oil and some gaskets, breaker. Nowadays he still lives in the castle
the car was ready to run! My girlfriend and I and lets you feel his presence by switching on
planned to use it during a weekend in Parma the lights. While heading to our night accomand Piacenza provinces, a land rich of his- modation we stopped at a gas station, again
tory and amazing food. Northern Italy has a attracting people’s eyes; this is quite a leitmodramatic history of conquers and conquerors tiv in all our GT6 trips, every time we stop
and had never been under a unique domain – but when we’re driving too – we spot people
from Roman’s era to the XIX century. This is pointing at our cars. GT6 is an unidentified
reflected in the countless castles you can find running object in Italy and almost everybody
there, built by the many Lords who needed to wonder what this small, unseen, yet intriguprotect their own possession.
ing car is.
Our short vacation started under a cloudy sky,
we drove on country roads and until the first
stop in Castell’Arquato, an amazing village
where the Middle Age never ended and some
scenes of the 80’s movie Ladyhawke were shot.
After a tasting of local salumi, we moved to
Vigoleno Castle which walls surround another
lovely hamlet. Once the guided tour was over
I parked the car in front of the main entrance
to take a couple of photos but it wasn’t easy
because of the many people stopping and staring at the GT6. I wonder how many tourist
the castle could have missed if I’d parked there
for the whole day. We left Vigoleno heading
to Scipione Castle near Salsomaggiore Terme
and we were lucky enough to be the only tourists there, the guided tour was hence very private and more interesting. We reached our accommodation near Fidenza and a good dinner
with local dishes closed this nice first day.
The second day begun with a shiny warm sun
which totally suited our itinerary; indeed, we
planned to climb the Appennini mountains
up to Bardi castle. After the previous day made
of flat land roads the GT6 seemed happy to let
its horsepower free; unlike the Spitfire, which
loves low hills and sweet curves, the six cylinders engine aim to run on more challenging
roads. The Bardi fortress showed its beauty
some minutes and hairpin bends in advance,
offering us the chance to take a couple of
breathless pictures. The visit took one hour and
a half but it deserved every single minute. We
decided to have lunch back to the lowland so
we jumped in the GT6 again heading to Grazzano Visconti through a less crowded road.
Along the way we passed near a lovely castle
which was not in our plan and we decided to
stop to take a look at it, unfortunately Riva
Castle - that’s its name - is not open to visit

The third and last day was not blessed by the
sun but that was not a big deal for us. The castle in San Pietro in Cerro where we stopped is
more noticeable for its room than the walls.
Above all, we devotedly thank its owner to be
an art collector and to have travelled all around
the world. While staying in China, indeed, he
was able to obtain a bunch of faithful copies
of the Warriors of Xian, authenticated by the
Chinese government. The Warriors of Xian
– or Terracotta Warriors - are an army composed by more than 8000 sculptures guarding
the graveyard of the first Chinese emperor. Set
in the castle dungeons, this amazing Italian
troop welcomes you warmed by a suggestive
light and barely lets you imagine the marvel of
the whole army’s view. A couple of hours later
we were finally at home.
The GT6 successfully overcame this first test
and makes us confident about the next travel,
probably the last one before the summer break
when the Spitfire will be the brightest star: a
one-week long international Triumph Italia
meeting in Piemonte. Still more roads, still
more castles, still more landscapes. Still more
Triumphant fun.

Spitfire & G T 6 M a g a z i n e & w w w . T r i u m p h S p i t f i r e . c o m
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Reader's story

Not Just Another Pretty Face!
Here’s some of the work I’ve done
to this little car, starting with the
engine. Being an old drag racer, the engine looked like it belonged in a tractor. Everything
in its rotating assembly was too
heavy, so the first thing I did was
installed some lightweight flat
top JE pistons. I also lightened
the connecting rods by 80 grams
each, polished the beams, and
had the crankshaft and flywheel
lightened.

In addition to work on the engine, I put
Royal Purple 75W90 synthetic gear oil
in the transmission and rear differential
to keep them running smoothly. I also
installed a new gas tank and a new radiator with an electric fan for hot summer
idling. I replaced the A-arm and sway-bar
bushings with polyurethane bushings.
That pretty much covers the work I did
to improve the car’s performance.

Next, I had the rotating assembly
balanced and drilled the center
main out to 5/16” for better engine oiling. I also added a bigger
cam shaft and double-row timing
chain and lightened the upper
gear. Then, I had the head ported
and added double-valve springs
and a hardened rocker shaft with
Harland Sharp roller rocker
arms and an external oiling line
to help with dry starts. I topped
it off with a polished aluminum
valve cover. Finally, I installed a
four carb set-up, a stainless steel
header with header wrap, and a
Pacemaker exhaust system.
22
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reader's story

Here’s what I did to improve the car’s
aesthetics, starting with the wheels. I
replaced the 13-inch factory wheels
with 16 X 7 inch superlight wheels,
ordered from Australian company
Panasport Racing. I also put on new
205/40R/16 Cooper Zeon tires.
Next, I changed the interior from
an old, dark brown to a light grey to
compliment the color of the stripes
and wheels. I installed a Sony deck,
front kick panel speakers, and Sony
6 ½ inch round speakers in the rear
panel. As for the paint job, it was
done by a good friend of mine at
Giles Body Shop in Texarkana, Texas.
Together my friend and I stripped the
entire body of the car of its old lacquer paint using razor blades, and he
applied the new Viper red and bright
silver stripe paint job you see today.

edges of the seat, the roll bar makes
the car safer to drive and looks good,
too.
This wasn’t done overnight but over a
period of several years. However I’m
proud of the way the car functions
and looks today.

Ricky Boler
Texarkana, Texas

Also, a friend and I built the dualhoop roll bar out of chrome-moly
tubing. Once the roll bar was built,
I had the tubing coated in a nearchrome powder coating finish at DK
Powder Coating in Marshall, Texas,
then installed the bar myself. I built
it mainly as a safety precaution. With
the lower-outer edges of the roll bar
installed really close to the back outer
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Inspiration and therapy for all of us
We’ve been following a father/son
team of builders that had a dream,
a plan, and a means to make it happen. Russ and Jordan Pierce told me
their plans and I was hooked. They
were wanting to transform a tired
and forgotten Spitfire into a Macau
Spitfire tribute car. Not only was it a
tribute to a great car, but they wanted to go a step further and make it
a tribute to the Macau after it’s Macau Grand Prix days and make it
more like it was when Kas Kastner
had possession of it (the real Macau
Spitfire).
Kas described it to me as a great little car that was a blast to drive but
got eaten up by the bigger sports
cars that had advanced farther than
its dated technology because things
were changing so quickly in the
sports car world of the time.
Russ and Jordan did the tribute car
correctly though. They actually went
straight to the source for info. Kas
Kastner himself gave them pointers and freely offered to be available
with any questions that they had. It
all came together under the direction of Kas Kastner. Think about
that for a second. The Icon not only
talking about an icon in the Spitfire
world, but offering his advice and
expertise in the build of a car that
is being built as a father son project. They must have been thrilled,
but nervous. I mean, let’s face it,
that’s a lot of pressure on a builder.
There are already challenges with
building a car but to add that it’s a
tribute car and the honorary person
is guiding you along the way. Let’s
top the whole thing off with a crazy
deadline to debut said build at the
Kastner Cup 2015 at Summit Point
Motorsports Park in Summit Point,
24
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West Virginia. Russ and Jordan live
in Macon, Georgia.
The story goes that they worked long
into the night almost every night.
The shop lights glowing, the smell
of fresh paint in the air, and even
getting help from a fellow vintage
car extraordinaire. Any minute that
they could spare was devoted to this
build and the deadline was quickly
approaching. Russ and I exchanged
emails throughout and every time he
would assure me that the car would
be there.
The week of the Kastner Cup as I am
preparing my Spitfire for the 2000+
mile round trip, Russ sent me some
pics of the front of the car painted
and shiny. I could tell he had a glow
also. The task of putting it all back
together was short but sufficient. He
said he’d meet me at the track.
As I took off in my Gertrude (my
Spitfire) for the Kastner Cup 2015
Journey of a lifetime, I thought of
all the people and adventures I was
about to embark on and I thought of
how Russ and Jordan with their Kas
Kastner Macau Spitfire tribute build
would be a cool part of the event.
There was something cool planned
if it all worked out and all the stars
aligned.
I had arrived at the track a day before they were scheduled to show
and went with Kas and Peggy Kastner, Joe Alexander, Robert Johns,
and an entourage of Friends of Triumph to the National Air and Space
Museum for a private tour. Boy that
was amazing! Afterwards, we headed
back to the track. It was getting dark
and I wondered where Russ and Jordan were. Once at the track, it was
a whirlwind of commotion. Racers
arriving, crews getting settled into
their offices for the weekend, and
amazing cars everywhere. Road cars,
race cars; everywhere! The day had
me drained and just as I was about
to find my campsite, my phone’s reception opened up for a few seconds
Spitfire & G T 6 M a g a z i n e & w w w . T r i u m p h S p i t f i r e . c o m

to get a text from Russ saying they
wouldn’t let them in the gate with
the truck and trailer. I rushed over to
the gate and told them he was on the
list. I don’t know if that was what
made things work or that Russ gave
him money. Regardless, they were at
the track. Of course, he had to pull
it out of the trailer and let us have a
sneak peek so we found a spot in the
crowded paddock to park the trailer
and swing open the back door.
There it was! What a beauty. The
broad black stripe, the silver sides,
and those hood scoops! Very cool!
The plan was to debut it the next
day to Kas and Peggy Kastner. It
was placed under the Friends of Triumph tent and a car cover draped
over it until Kas’s arrival.
Once the Kastners arrived, Joe Alexander went over to them and had
a big grin on his face. He told Kas
that Russ and Jordan arrived with
the Macau and they made a bee line
to the tent. The time finally came to
pull the cover off and display their
work. I imagine that the moment
that Kas smiled, shook Russ’s hand,
and complimented him on his work
made those long nights, pressure,
blood, sweat, and tears worth it. I
saw a car with a passion behind it,
a father/son team that have so much
more than an amazing car. They have
quite the story to tell with many
more to come.
Nice job Russ and Jordan!!! She’s a
beauty. Thanks for letting us share
in the experience. Thanks to all that
helped them get this done. Thanks
Kas for all that you do for our sport/
hobby/passions.
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by
Alan Forrest
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When you plan a trip, especially a long
one, there are a lot of stresses and worries.
Where to stay, how to get there, what to
pack, etc. When you arrange a trip in a
small car that is 44 years old, the accentuation grows alarmingly. I was proposing to
attend the Kastner Cup 2015 at Summit
Point Motorsports Park in the small town
of Summit Point, West Virginia. A jaunt of
merely 980 miles. In a little British car that
previously had a tree growing through the
floor preceding a resurrection; what could
possibly go wrong? More importantly,
what adventures will we find?
Well adventures are exactly what we (Gertrude the Spitfire MKIV and I) found. To
be more specific, the words “multi-faceted” come to mind. I guess I should start
from the beginning. This would be my
third Kastner Cup; second with my Spitfire as the means of transportation. During the preparation and planning of my
trip to the annual experience, I had the
opportunity to connect with some cool
people that shared my passion for not
only British steel but Triumphs more specifically. People that wanted to arrange the
best Kastner Cup possible to honor Mr
Kastner, his accomplishments, and all that
he has done for these cars throughout his
time with them. People who put in countless hours on arrangements, phone calls,
emails, regulations, etc. Lining up factions,
track authorities, event coordinators, and
tons more “behind the scenes footage”
takes up way more than most know. Being
a small part of the planning committee, I
saw some of the hard work and dedication
unfold into an amazing advent. I’ve told
you about the Kastner Cup but for those
unfamiliar, let’s go through it briefly.
This annual gathering of the Friends of
Triumph for the love of Triumph road
course racing happens at a different facility every year. This is the 13th event for the
Friends of Triumph and Kas Kastner. Every year Kas Kastner chooses the recipient
that gets to take home the coveted Kastner
Cup trophy based on not only track performance, but also on the presentation of
the Triumph that is entered, and the enthusiasm displayed by the racer towards
vintage racing in general. The winner of
the previous year’s Cup is not eligible to
win in succession although most of the
time they show up to race anyway. Anyone
with a Triumph race car wants this trophy
on their mantle or on the top shelf of their
display case. If it’s there, it was earned and
awarded with honor. This is quite an experience to spectate and I was planning to be
in the middle of it all. A life altering experience was what I was preparing for.
Now that all of the plans, times, and lo34
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Gertrude packed up and ready for yet another road trip adventure

cations were in order (press credentials
in hand) it was time to prepare the car.
Nearly 1000 miles in an old car that’s
technology was outdated decades ago is
not something to take lightly. Of course
an oil change, gear oil flush, and nut and
bolt analysis are in order but functionality is imperative with the minor things
like gauges, lights, and signals (sarcasm of
course). I opted for the hard top because
I’ve been across the country in a car with
no top on it. The padding under your butt
is a safety feature when it’s only six inches
from pavement for hours on end. I have
spent more time than I care to calculate on
this car in preparation for trips just like
this. I mean, I can’t just say “Keep em between the lines” without doing it myself.
Well the day came when everything was
done, prepared, inspected, and ready. My
bags even fit, although barely. One turn of
the key and the newly fitted Weber downdraft sucked in the fuel, the 1300 fired
right up, and we were on our way.

For a 44 year old car that had a tree growing
through the floors, she sure loves the road

The first 500 miles went very smoothly.
Gertrude likes the open road. At about
65 MPH, she’s comfortable. Solid and
sleek taking on the road with no problems
to report until both the fuel and temp
gauges zeroed out. At the next fuel stop,
I wiggled some wires, checked fuses, and
nothing seemed to get them to even react
a little. No worries though since she was
running cool and I knew how far I could
go between fill ups. The only thing I really
needed was the speedo and trip odometer.
Onward with apprehension of Lucas Electronics!
I started getting comfortable enough to
actually enjoy the ride as opposed to listening to the car, worrying about the tires,
etc. The stereo went up, the stress levels
went down. The landscape in the distance
began to look different than the Midwest
plains. The Turnpike was pretty minus
the toll booths at what seemed to be every
10 miles. Take my money. As I rounded
a bend cut into the side of a rocky face,
a tunnel with its orange/yellow glow and
ominous mouth quickly enveloped the old
girl and I. With the roar of Gertrude’s custom exhaust note and the purr of the engine up front, I listened in enjoyment and
regretted being able to see the other side
with its day glow. As I slowed a little due
to traffic near the opening, that is when
I heard it first. It seemed that the tunnel
walls amplified the clicking of a bearing
failing. Everything seemed muffled once
breaking through into the blinding sunlight and my first thought was to find the
nearest place to pull off the Turnpike and
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see if things are OK. My thought was that
the sound was coming from a u-joint because I had just rebuilt both rear axles including brand new bearings no more than
300 miles ago in anticipation of the long
journey. I did both axle u-joints as well so
I was thinking that the driveshaft u-joints
were the culprit, although they had about
2500 miles on them. The side of the road is
no place to tend to a driveshaft especially
in a low car. I figured I would take it slow
and easy the last 100 miles to the track.
After all, what better place to be than at
a race facility that had over 50 Triumphs
scheduled to race with mechanics everywhere?
White knuckled and blown around by
the tractor/trailers and various road hogs
flying by my limping little girl, I made it
to the town of Summit Point in a haze of
stress and anticipation. I stopped at the local Advance Auto and picked up a pair of
u-joints. I had to tell the counter guy the
part number I needed of course. U-joints
in hand and GPS set for Summit Point
Motorsports Park, I headed into the beautiful terrain of the Colonial Territory with
asphalt lanes twisting between the stones
and fences surrounding the homesteads of
historic display. Then there it was. A big
white sign with red block lettering saying
Welcome Racers to Summit Point. I made
it! Even two days early.
As most of you can relate, a day and a half
in a Spitfire wears you out. I at least did
not want to lay under the car to do repairs
at that time. I said my hellos to the racers
and members of Friends of Triumph and
walked around in a numb daze for a bit,
taking in the cars, sights, and sounds of
the already congested paddock. The next
day was spent away from the track with
a group of us including the man himself,
Kas Kastner and his lovely wife Peggy,
co-founder of FOT and Triumph extraordinaire Joe Alexander and his grandson,
the amazing Bob Johns (who has always
been an inspiration to me), influential
members of the Friends of Triumph, and
amazing videographer John Clancy and
his wife who came all the way from the
UK to cover this year’s Kastner Cup. We
had an amazing day at the Steven F Udvar-Hazy National Air and Space Museum
for a private tour. AMAZING time, exceptional displays, and an extraordinary tour
guide with a true passion for the history
and meaning of the phenomenal aircraft
that sat in the middle of the floor and suspended from the ceilings. Regardless, no
time for laying in the grass while wrenching on a car. I was OK with that. After the
museum we had a great dinner and made
it back to the track just as the sun was going down. I needed to charge my phone

As everyone was tucking into their RVs
and motorhomes, I tried to catch up on
emails, messages, and even tried to post a
few pics to the Facebook page (www.facebook.com/spitfiregt6magazine) but it was
taking quite a while due to lack of signal.
I must have been tired because I woke up
the next morning with the sun. I slept the
entire night in Gertrude in the driver’s
seat. Left side for us Yanks. So I guess I
can cross that off my to-do list.
I decided it would be a good time to get
familiar with the facilities. I needed to
find a good vantage point for pics, look at
the track and try to predict what was an
“action” corner or straight, and find the
best photo ops possible. It was a beautiful
morning and the roar of race cars echoed
off the trees and rocks with a soothing
tone. As they went by, testing the grip, the
suspension, and the driver himself, I really
felt like the carousel would be near perfect
for good photos. I practiced the best focus,
angles, and use of light the entire weekend
coming up for air to eat, sleep, and talk

my head and I thought it was very kind of
him to offer so I accepted with appreciation. I was working my way through the
paddock and saying hello to fellow FOT
members like Mike Munson and his wonderful family, Jerry Barker and his fast
Herald with history, generations of the Alexander Racing Enterprises, and of course
Mr. Kas Kastner and his lovely wife Peggy.
There were so many cars with such a draw
for me. Cars I’ve seen on websites and in
magazines. Amazing to take in such an
overload to the senses. Alas, I had to find
the DVT guys and cell service was nonexistent. Finally finding a spot that I could
stand on one leg, raise me left arm and
turn North I got in touch with Bill. They
had already left the track but there were
members of DVT parked beside his RV
at the carousel in their own RV. He said
they’d show me around in his Pennsylvania accent. As I drove up, I knew I was
in the right spot. There sat a Spitfire and
a GT6 between a pull behind trailer attached to a truck and a monstrosity of an
RV. Something straight out of the pits at

DVT member Daniel Tinsman and his 1972 GT6
taking touring laps around Summit Point Circuit

with friends and new acquaintances.
At the end of night #2, I was supposed to
meet up with members of Delaware Valley Triumphs. I’ve been in touch with a
few of the members of this eclectic group.
Bill Murphy IV actually messaged me one
night previously and asked where I was
staying and I told him I was camping beside the track in a small tent. Well he insisted that I stay in his RV since he was
dropping it off at the track and staying in
a hotel. It was to be a meeting place for
the DVT and I could crash. He said it was
comfortable and I could use the generator
if I needed. All I needed was a place to lay

Bill Murphy IV takes a touring lap with a founding
member of DVT, Mike Wolf in his TR3

Bill Murphy's RV was home base for the Delaware
Valley Triumphs and my refuge for the nights.

Kevin Baker buzzing by in his 1972 Spitfire MKIV
during touring laps around Summit Point
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an IndyCar race. A couch, a living room, a
kitchen, and most importantly, a place to
crash. I went over to introduce myself and
met Kevin, Dan, and Danny. Really cool
guys with the same sickness I have. The
love for Triumphs runs deep. They invited
me to breakfast the next morning.
As the sun peered through the blinds, I
smiled as comparison of sleeping facilities
were measured in my head. The sun was
already up, the dew fresh on the grass, and
a smell of bacon frying in a pan made for a
pleasant start. After a conversation and one
of the best bacon, egg, and cheese biscuits
I’ve ever had made by the DVT guys, the
sound of race cars filled the woods once
more. As its song got louder, I knew it was
the day to fix Gertrude for the long drive
home in a couple days. With u-joints in
hand and tools in the boot, I set off to find
a good place to pull out my driver’s side
axle shaft and inspect things off the car. I
would need a vise and a bit of flat land but
needed to diagnose with certainty first. As
I drove towards the paddock, I needed to
listen closely. As I drove around the access roads of the track, I could listen to
the click and growl coming from the rear.
It started sounding less like a u-joint and
more like a wheel bearing. A much bigger
job that needed special tools and a shop
press. I decided that the best thing to do
would be to find an expert in Triumphs,
jack up the car, and inspect closer.
It only took a few seconds to find an expert here. As Clark Lincoln was prepping
his monstrous GT6 for practice later that
day, I pulled up to ask if I could use his
jack. He welcomed me and started talking
through possible solutions. Jacking up the
left rear told a lot. The wheel was moving
in the trunnion housing and it was fairly
warm to the touch. That told me that the
outer wheel bearing was shot. I knew what
I had to do. First thing would be to find
a wheel bearing and a hub puller, second
would be to find a press. There were 19
Spitfire race cars here so someone surely
had a hub puller and an extra set of wheel
bearings, right?
I spent the rest of the day talking to every Spitfire, GT6, or Herald owner and
not one of them ran stock axles in their
race cars. Many had suggestions of other
guys that may have parts, called friends
to see if they had extras, and even went
off on the search to help me out, but the
list got smaller and smaller until there
were no others to ask. I was striking out.
I started thinking about how to get the
parts. Saturday was not the day to order
parts from Moss or other parts suppliers
as I would need to overnight the bearings.
I still needed a hub puller as anyone with
36

This is hanging in the clubhouse of Summit Point Motorsports Park

a Spitfire knows, there are not many options of pulling the axle out of the flange.
I was stuck. I had to think about things
for a bit. Should I take off for home and
cross my fingers that it holds together
for the 1000 mile return trip? Do I try to
make arrangements to get parts shipped
on Monday and delay the return trip a few
days? Time to think. As I conceded and
started to head back to the RV feeling a
bit defeated I must have come across that
one spot where a cell phone works and my
voicemail notification chimed. Curious as
to who it was, I tried to call my voicemail
box. As I heard about ten seconds of the
message, my phone shut down with no
battery left. Perfect!
As I was talking with Steve Knoll who
helped me the entire day during my search,
I let my phone charge back at the RV. As
soon as it had enough power to turn back
on, I stood on my left leg and posed for
proper cell phone signal, I went straight to
the mystery voicemail. It was a gentleman
that said he talked to a friend at the track
and may have a solution for me. I quickly
called him back. He said that he was out of
town but a friend called him knowing that
he had a couple Spitfires. He offered up
any part that I needed from one of the two
Spitfires in his basement. He also said that
he lived two miles from Summit Point. He
told me he would call me right back. Anticipation grew as I doubted the cell signal. Pacing, I waited for his return call.
A few long minutes later, my phone lit
up and I answered quickly. On the other
end, a savior of sorts introduced himself

as Kevin Denison, a subscriber and British
car enthusiast. He said that one of the two
Spitfires in his basement was disassembled
already and he believed that the entire axle
assemblies for both sides were sitting on a
shelf and I was welcome to swap out the
whole thing if needed. He also said that
he had contacted his wife who was home
and informed her that two greasy, dirty
guys that he had never met were going to
come to the house to rummage through
parts in the basement, and that she should
let us in. I stood in awe. Not knowing
what to say, I fumbled for a minute. As
I thanked him and asked how much he
wanted, he chuckled and said, “Nothing
if it helps a fellow Spitfire guy get home.”
More awe, more amazement had me at a
loss for words. He gave me the address
and we were off to find his house. As we
arrived, his wife was sitting on the front
porch. She greeted us and told us that her
husband gave her instructions to show us
where the parts were and to also show us
his other projects. A couple MGs, a nice
TR3, and a BMW Isetta were all in various
stages of repair or restorations along with
the two Spitfires. As he had mentioned, on
the shelf was an entire axle assembly with
trunnion, vertical link, and brake hub. Exactly what I needed. How can you thank
someone enough for something like this?!
As we left, I gave it my best shot. As sincere as I could muster, I thanked Kevin’s
wife and told her that because of this act
of kindness, I would make it home. I will
be forever grateful!
The next day as I was swapping out the
axle, brakes, and vertical link I couldn’t
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from the dark skies. It poured enough
that they postponed the Kastner Cup until Sunday morning. At that moment, I
knew leaving the hard top attached was
the right choice. It did clear up enough to
have the big dinner with its revised location due to flooding. Brian Redman was
the Grand Marshal for the coinciding Jefferson 500 and spoke at the dinner. After,
I asked if he would sign the wine glass I
had and enjoyed a pleasant conversation
with a legend, even briefly. A great dinner
and enjoyable company was quite a treat.
Anticipation grew for the next day, the car
was fixed for the trip home, the batteries
in the camera were charged, and my spot
for race coverage had been chosen. I was
ready for the Kastner Cup 2015!

983 miles from Des Moines, Iowa to Summit Point, West Virginia.
Other than a failed wheel bearing, Gertrude offered shelter and safe travels.

Kas Kastner and Charlie Dolan's 1972 GT6
Ex-Kastner Brophy GT6 driven by Don Devendorf

help but smile. The cars running the 200+
entrant Jefferson 500 were on track for
qualifying and final practice as I laid in
the grass wrenching away, I could think
of worse places to be. The DVT guys even
brought over a burger and beer for me
while I was sweating in the sun with grease
on my hands, forehead, and itchy nose.
The swap went well as I had done this before a time or two. The test drive revealed
the problem was fixed. No more rumble,
shake, click, or squeal. During the test
drive, it started to rain. Not just a little, but
a lot! It poured on us as people were holding their tents down and ducking for cover
under whatever awning they could find.
High winds and huge drops poured down

A special thanks to Bill Murphy IV for the
hospitality, Steve Knoll for your help and
company the entire weekend, the clubs
like Delaware Valley Triumphs that made
me an honorary member and Capital Triumph Register that welcomed me and
made me feel like part of their group, the
coordinators of such a great event, the Vintage Racer Group for letting the Kastner
Cup coincide with the Jefferson 500, Mr.
R.W. Kas and Peggy Kastner, The Alexanders, Clark Lincoln, Scott Janzen, and the
entire Friends of Triumph roster. This was
a memorable experience, to say the least.
I would like to extend a special thank you
to Kevin Denison for making it possible
for Gertrude and I to get home safely. We
made it home. I'm not gonna say it wasn't
eventful. Your generosity is very appreciated! Our community is an amazing, close
knit group. I hope that I can be there
someday to pay it forward for someone
in need like I was. It means a lot to have
friends across the USA. &

The chute before the carousel. My office for the day

Kas Kastner and the GT6s of the Kastner Cup 2015

Gertrude and I were right in the middle of it all. The Alexander Racing Enterprises team consisting of three
generations welcomed us in, the Friends of Triumph included us in the entire weekend festivities, and VRG put
on a great race weekend for us and the racers of the Jefferson 500. A great group to hang out with. Life altering.
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ON THE TRACK

The Kastner Cup
2015

The 13th Annual Kastner Cup was held at
Summit Point Motorsports Park in Summit
Point, West Virginia on May 17th, 2015.
A picturesque setting in the woods of West
Virginia with its stone laden rolling hills and
abundant trees. The track seemed to be cut
through the woods with a smooth surface
inviting the speed in the straights and rubber riddled turns that seemed to appease the
racers while in their Triumphs.
The Kastner Cup coincided with the Jefferson 500 race weekend, so shortage of paddock space and the constant roar of race cars
made for fun at every turn. The VRG Vintage Racer Group had been doing this for
years and the Jefferson 500 has turned into a
premier vintage racing event. It just seemed
right to add the Kastner Cup to the festivities. The all Triumph (or Triumph powered)
field would fit in perfect with the weekend’s
jam packed activities.
Summit Point Circuit is a two mile, ten turn
marvel with a 2900 ft straight. It has hosted
IMSA, Trans Am Series, and countless SCCA
events and National Championships. Many
racers have had their racing careers start here
with the DC Region SCCA Driver’s School.
This place is historic, the surrounding colonial towns are historic, the battlefields and
landmarks are historic. As I said, a picturesque setting for a vintage race weekend.
The 51 registered entrants for the Kastner
Cup feature race had a challenge ahead of
them to become the next custodian of such
a coveted prize as the Kastner Cup trophy
38

for the year. Not only did they have to perform on track (that’s half of it), they also had
to present the car well and represent vintage racing with enthusiasm. The decision is
made by Kas Kastner himself based on those
factors.

Mike Munson #23 leads Dick Stockton and the rest
of the field down the chute to the carousel

Tony Drews #95 in a pack of Triumphs. The songs
that came from their exhausts were beautiful!
Historic GT6s. A former Group 44 GT6
and a former Kastner Brophy GT6

The torrential rain that decided to show up
for the race made for an even bigger challenge. While the entire field ducked under
canopies and stashed the cars in the race
trailers, the rain got heavier and and the
winds picked up to near monsoon levels. As
the main canopy was the best place to hold
a vote, all the racers met under there to vote
the Kastner Cup still on until the track officials came over to tell the entire group that
the track had standing water and flooding in the lower part, so the Kastner Cup
was delayed until the next day. That meant
that some of the participants could not attend the next day, forfeiting their entry. The
field went from 51 entrants to 35 thanks to
Mother Nature.
The next day was a little gloomy to start
with, but the Kastner Cup was first up, so
that would brighten anyone’s day. Listening to the flag man on the radio, it seemed
that the cars were ready to go. My place was
in the carousel area where I could get many
angles. As the cars roared still out of sight,
anticipation grew. We had a green flag. Displays of gentlemanlike racing made for great
overtaking, amazing displays of skill, and a
thrilling spectacle that will not be forgotten
any time soon. &
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Results based on track performance:
1Mike Munson #23
1970 TR6
- best lap 1:35.011/top speed 75.781mph/total time 28:10.935
2Mark Wheatley #86
1962 TR4
- best lap 1:35.503/top speed 75.390mph/total time 28:11.558
3Tony Drews #95
1963 TR4
- best lap 1:36.592/top speed 74.540mph/total time 28:11.892
4Jeff Snook #41
TR3 - Jeff Snook #41 1961 TR3A
1961 TR3A - best lap 1:35.106/top speed 75.705mph/total time 28:13.663
TR4
- Mark Wheatley #86 1962 TR4
5Robert Lang #40
TR250
- Henry Frye #29 1968 TR250
1973 TR6
- best lap 1:34.786/top speed 75.975mph/total time 28:14.354
6Charlie Dolan #6
TR6 - Mike Munson #23 1970 TR6
1972 GT6
- best lap 1:35.307/top speed 75.545mph/total time 28:21.415
TR7 - William Emery #17 1977 (?) TR7
7Paul King #19
Spitfire
- Charles Darrow #53 1967 Spitfire
1972 GT6
- best lap 1:40.458/top speed 71.672mph/total time 28:22.142
8Charles Darrow #53
GT6 - Charlie Dolan #6 1972 GT6
1967 Spitfire - best lap 1:41.350/top speed 71.041mph/total time 28:22.703
Herald - Jerry Barker #24
9John Hasty #116
Legend - Joe Alexander
1959 TR3A - best lap 1:41.078/top speed 71.232mph/total time 28:39.517
10Henry Frye #29
1968 TR250 - best lap 1:36.908/top speed 74.297mph/total time 28:40.108
11Mike Moore #167
1962 TR4
- best lap 1:40.843/top speed 71.398mph/total time 28:41.805
12William Tobin #16
1970 TR6
- best lap 1:51.514/top speed 64.566mph/total time 28:43.103
13Michael Deweerd #77
Mark Wheatley #86 1962 TR4
1962 TR4
- best lap 1:41.364/top speed 71.031mph/total time 28:43.565
14Jeff Clark #56
8 Laps completed, 2nd in overall performance
1971 GT6
- best lap 1:41.615/top speed 70.856mph/total time 28:45.090
with a differential time of 0.623
15Marty Sukey #8
1964 Spitfire - best lap 1:52.489/top speed 64.006mph/total time 28:46.585
16Richard Brown #36
1964 Spitfire - best lap 1:41.851/top speed 70.692mph/total time 28:48.224
17Jeff Govert #12
1967 Spitfire - best lap 2:00.553/top speed 59.725mph/total time 29:12.166
18Dick Stockton #7
1963 TR4
- best lap 1:35.572/top speed 75.336mph/4 laps finished
19Scott Janzen #37
1968 GT6
- best lap 1:36.522/top speed 74.594mph/4 laps finished
20Jerry Barker #24
1963 Herald - best lap 1:35.992/top speed 75.006mph/4 laps finished
21John Styduhar #9
1962 TR3B - best lap 1:38.622/top speed 73.006mph/4 laps finished
22Dean Tetterton #177
1964 TR4
- best lap 1:40.289/top speed 71.793mph/4 laps finished
Mark Wheatley proudly accepting the coveted
23Boyd Wagner #210
Kastner Cup trophy from Kas Kastner himself
1974 TR6
- best lap 1:40.620/top speed 71.556mph/4 laps finished
Jerry Barker #24
24Jay De Pol #84
1963 Herald
1971 GT6
- best lap 1:42.520/top speed 70.230mph/4 laps finished
25Russ Moore #49
Scott Janzen #37
1968 GT6
1963 Spitfire - best lap 1:43.515/top speed 69.555mph/4 laps finished
26George Harmuth #7
1963 Spitfire - best lap 1:53.102/top speed 63.659mph/4 laps finished
27James Dolan #4
1972 GT6
- best lap 1:51.278/top speed 64.703mph/4 laps finished
28Robert Stewart #6
1967 Spitfire - best lap 1:36.344/top speed 74.732mph/3 laps finished
29Leo Oddi #68
1968 TR250 - best lap 1:35.883/top speed 75.092mph/3 laps finished
30Paul O’Malley #195
Jay DePol #84 and Russ Moore #49 battling
it out in the carousel. This was fun to watch.
1965 TR4A - best lap 1:48.945/top speed 66.088mph/3laps finished
31Donn Sopp #18
1966 Spitfire - best lap 1:52.550/top speed 63.972mph/3 laps finished
32William Emery #17
1977 TR7
- best lap 2:03.424/top speed 58.335mph/3 laps finished
33Ronald Scott #28
1973 TR6
- best lap 2:01.857/top speed 59.086mph/3 laps finished Former Group 44
34Don Marshall #32
GT6 had problems
1964 Spitfire - best lap 2:04.573/top speed 57.797mph/2 laps finished
early on
35Dale Oesterle #62
1962 Spitfire - best lap NA
/top speed NA
/0 laps finished

Peggy Kastner Class
Performance Awards

Kastner Cup 2105
Champion

DNS: Sam Halkias, Kent Bain, David Spiwak, Sean Alexander, Allen Goode, Clark Lincoln, Joe Lesnowski, Brian Schirano, Mark Rosenberg, Bill Rampe, Jason Ostrowski, Rob Deanes, Jesse Darrow
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Brendan Alexander preps the #97 for his dad Sean.
It is a family effort at Alexander Racing Enterprises.
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tech talk

Gertrude's View
Product Reviews from my Old Girl

Gertrude and I have seen some products over the years.
Some have worked great and some have not. This is a new
section that will feature products from the manufacturers and are available for purchase from some of the suppliers. Whether it is good or bad, I'll let you know about
some of the new products coming out if I put them on
Gertrude. She will road test and let us know what kind
of product they really are. No fancy advertisements or
power point presentations. This may help some of us
during repairs or rebuilds. Trial and error. Here goes...

Clark & Clark

Specialty Products Inc.
www.clarkandclarkinc.com
Triumph Spitfire Bonnet Lift Kit
Product #P1207
1962-1978
I recently installed a set of struts onto the bonnet of my
Triumph Spitfire MKIV. I always wanted to get the struts
and immediately after receiving them in the mail, I ripped
open the box and opened the garage door. As I laid them
on the bench to check them out, the quality was aparent.
Everything was wrapped and all the hardware looked nice.
The struts were a satin black finish and the brackets were
coated to match. The brackets were made of thick, precisely
cut steel with finished edges and it looked like all the holes
were drilled and bends were engineered to bolt right on.
All hardware was included in the kit. No drilling, cutting,
or bending of the original bonnet needed. The struts were
the exact length for the bonnet.
Removal of the prop rod was straight forward. A strap to the garage rafters held
the bonnet up. Don't try this on a breezy day out in the open.
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As I started to dismantle the old prop, I strapped the bonnet to the roof of the garage fully extended and opened.
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Tech talk
I made sure to look at all the hardware and brackets to
make sure of their placement. The diagram in the clear
instructions told me every step. It went quickly and everything fit perfectly. The brackets could not have fit any better. The hardware was quality and fastened the entire assembly just like I wanted. I was even very impressed by the
added washers with a perfectly flattened edge that made
the assembly of the bolts simple.

The bracket fit perfectly and was painted already. Great quality

The bonnet stays by itself at this height. Impressive.

To test out the action of the struts, I wanted to shut the
bonnet. I noticed right off the bat that there would be no
way that it could smash me on the head like the old prop
rod. How many times had that happened while rebuilding
this car? A light wind would make it rock at an off kilter
twist. Not with these struts. The bonnet was held up with
even pressure on both sides. No more twisting in the wind
and no more wondering when it would fall or how much
bend the old prop rod could take before folding completely.
It was pretty tough to pull due to the appropriate pressure
on the struts. Once shut, the bonnet fit like it should and
latched with no problems. Now that it shut, it was time to
try opening it. The first 10 inches or so had a little bit of assisted action but not a lot, although the pressure was even
and not side to side like the old system. At about eleven to
twelve inches, the struts took over with assisted lift of the
bonnet with a controlled lift that slowed at the last inch or
so preventing it from slamming to the fully extended position. Better action than I was expecting! I loved it!
It had every element of a great kit. I believe some parts retailers sell them now, but to buy them directly, go to www.
clarkandclarkinc.com and look for part #P1207 for Spitfires ranging from 1962-1978. The later 1500s with the
angled radiator are in the works right now as we speak
and I expect that they will be just as good as this kit. I recommend them. I don’t make anything from this, but I am
a satisfied customer and wanted to tell fellow enthusiasts.

With the kit installed, it looked and operated great. No more prop rod in the way.

Shawn and Gertrude

Looking down on the right side
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What a great kit. I'm very happy with the final result. Gertrude is as well.
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A Small World
for a small car

I acquired the car towards the end of 1970 when it was
only 3 years old, being registered in Dec 1967. I had only
a few months earlier moved to rural Herefordshire having
previously worked in central London for 3 years, so somewhat of a culture shock! I immediately fell in love with my
MK 3 Spitfire with its gleaming Valencia Blue paintwork,
shining chrome, racing mirrors, and a chrome Peco twin
bore straight through exhaust with a lovely throaty growl
to it! I was running a pub with my parents at this time so
time off was at a premium but I made the most it with every other weekend away and particularly summer months
going to the coast with the hood down enjoying the hot
weather ( yes we did get some in those days!). I really did
very little to the car apart from servicing it and keeping it
in top condition polishing it at every opportunity! Having kept it for 3 years I was tempted by a 1968 MGB GT
which seemed a good idea at the time but I quickly realized I had made a mistake and longed to have my beloved
Spitfire back, sadly this was not going to happen! Unfortunately I cannot remember who I sold it too (too many
years have passed!) Only that it was a private sale. Still to
this day I miss the old Spitfire and often wonder if it was
still on the road, I thought possibly unlikely. However,

I did a check on the Department of Vehicle and Licensing Authority website and was amazed to see that it was
indeed still taxed and had an MOT. I was already a member on a Triumph Spitfire club on Facebook so I thought
would post a request on there asking if anyone knew the
whereabouts of SPK, or knew anyone that did. Nothing
became of it although many were very helpful with suggestions. I left it for a couple of months or so and tried
again and this time I was lucky enough for Alison, the
current owner, to see my request and immediately posted
a photo of SPK and I couldn’t believe my eyes! Alison and
I have exchanged Facebook messages. Hopefully she will
pick up from where I’ve left off, although I think there will
be a ten year gap between 1973 and 1984, (approx).
Kind regards
John Compton
Hereford, Herefordshire, UK
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And Finally

The Continuation:
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Potted history of SPK 1984 to 2015
Potted history of SPK 1984 to 2015
The first I remember of Spike was seeing a tarpaulin covered mound
in the garden of a house in the village. My younger brother, in his
mid-teens at the time, had spotted it with the remains of another
Spitfire languishing as an abandoned project. Full of youthful enthusiasm he purchased the “rusting lumps of scrap” (as father put it) and
with the assurance from the owner that he “knew all the work had
been done well as he had done it himself ” took over the project. It
soon transpired that that the work the previous owner was so proud
of consisted of brazing the sides of an old fridge across the floor and
completely ruining the body tub.
Apart from the chassis there was very little salvageable. Included in
the sale was a MK4, but engineless and rolled, it was in a sorry state.
The two hulks then continued rusting in their new home. At this
point I was away at university. Just before Christmas I heard of someone selling a MK3 Spitfire, with tax & MOT for the princely sum of
£50... It soon transpired that it had neither tax nor MOT, but a heap
of unpaid parking tickets adorned the rear shelf!
I calculated that I could buy the car and drive it home, then sell the
car on to my brother thus saving a bus fare. During the resulting 200
or so mile drive in that very tired and wounded old car I fell in love
with the Triumph Spitfire. So instead of selling the car I ended up
buying the remains from my brother and with his help began building one car from the three. The MK4 was cut up furnishing a pair of
floor pans to repair the body tub, and a gearbox. SPK’s body tub was
stripped and taken to the tip, while the chassis was salvaged. A Vitesse
rear axle became available with rotoflex drive shafts, so this was incorporated. I found a Herald 13/60 engine and we decided to rebuild it
rather than use the running but badly worn engine from the complete
car. Neither of the bonnets were in a useable condition, so a fiberglass
Le Mans style front was obtained.

So eventually I became the proud owner of a now bright red but
complete MK3 Spitfire, driving it uneventfully until the early 1990’s.
By this time the patched in floor pans other parts of the rebuild were
starting to come apart again, so the car was taken off the road for a
complete strip down and rebuild. New panels and other parts were
purchased, the tub was separated from the chassis, engine and drive
train removed. Before any more could be done, in 1992 for a variety
of personal reasons, I moved away leaving SPK in boxes and on pallets
in a barn, or several barns to be precise! There he lay resisting all efforts
made by my family to dispose of him until late 2011 when as a birthday surprise, my brother gathered up all the parts that could be found
and assembled SPK into a very rough car shape. For my birthday he
also gave me a large box of new parts, a large quantity of money and
the parting remark, “Now you have no excuse not to finish the job.”
30 months on and a very significant amount more money later SPK is
again roadworthy, in his new racing green & yellow colours.

Alison Stone
Bristol, UK
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clASSIFIED ADS
CARS FOR SALE
Kas Kastner's Triumph
Preparation Handbook
New Edition "E-Book"
Autographed CD
$24.50
1972 GT6
Unraced track car, modified into road car ProBuilt torque engine, 10 to 1 roller rockers, TR6
Transmission, roll bar, fuel cell, custom wood
dash board, and more!
Mechanic owned 15 years, garaged, no rust.
Great condition featured in Spitfire & GT6
magazine issue #47.
James 650-558-8739 jamesjhip@aol.com

$10,000

These and other books
written by
R.W. Kas Kastner
available online at

Kas Kastner's Historical
Kas Kastner's Triumph
& Technical Guide for
Preparation Handbook
Triumph Cars
New Edition
New Edition "E-Book"
"E-Book"
Download
Download
www.kaskastner.com
$17.95
$17.95

#################################
1979 Spitfire 1500
70K miles, runs, solid body and
and chassis, no major rust.
Weber carb. Clear Kentucky title.
Will email pics.
$3000 OBO
Dennis Gawronski 606-886-0249
degawronski@aol.com

##########
1961 Triumph Herald
Convertible

Signal Red, Gray and White interior, black top
White gauges on black dash. Late 948/early
R00 body with 12/50 engine. Runs well
$6000 OBO

1964 Spitfire4 MK1
47K miles
removeable hardtop
new soft top
new uninstalled carpet
new uninstalled roundtail panel
very good mechanically
carbs need work
many books, parts, and misc.
$2500 OBO
Located in lower Illinois
email the magazine for contact info

Look for these
and other Triumph
DVDs online at

shawn@triumphspitfire.com

triumphdvd.co.uk
or

Bill 803-834-5527
elgincot@verizon.net

the-vintage-racer.com

Place Classified Ads

Classified Ads are affordable: $10 for up to 40 words, add a
photo for $10 more. Reach more serious buyers in print.
Submit your add online:
http://www.triumphspitfire.com/ads
By mail:
Send your ad (& Photo) with payment to:
Spitfire Classified Ads
PO Box 30806
Knoxville, TN, USA 37930
By phone:
Call 865-690-4941
Ads limited to Triumphs & Triumph parts/accessories.
HURRY! Space is limited, first received, first posted!
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YOUR AD HERE

Don't miss your opportunity
to sell off your parts car
or parts and turn them into
CASH.
Classified ads reach Triumph
enthusiasts looking for cars &
parts that you have to spare.
Place your ad today.
www.triumphspitfire.com/ads

%
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AUTOJUMBLE
Triumph Spitfire Hat
$17.50

Perfect for keeping the sun out of your
eyes on those top down days. Tan with
red, white, and black embroidery.

www.triumphspitfire.com
Triumph Spitfire Polo Shirt
$27.50

50% cotton, 50% polyester gunmetal gray
with red, white, and black embroidery.
Available in M, L, XL, and 2XL

Reusable silicone
gaskets for most
British cars.
Others available as
well.

Doing for Ford Trucks what
Spitfire & GT6 Magazine
does for Triumphs!

From the publishers of
Spitfire & GT6 Magazine:
True Blue Trucks
and Bronco Driver
magazines

2009 F-100
Supernationals
Good Humor
Trucks...
Delivering
Memories

True Blue Trucks • Issue #1

$4.95/Canada US • $6.95 Mexico/AU
www.TrueBlueTrucks.com

Reader’s Stories | Tech Features | Event Coverage

For more information,
call 800-487-3333
or visit

TrueBlueTrucks.com
BroncoDriver.com

Subscribe Today!
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AUTOJUMBLE
AUTOJUMBLE
AUTOJUMBLE

Reach
international
Triumph
enthusiast...
Reach
anan
international
Triumph
enthusiast...
Autojumble!
Advertise
in
the
Spitfire
&
GT6
Magazine
Advertise in the Spitfire & GT6 Magazine Autojumble!

packagedeals
dealstotoget
get ads
ads on
on TriumphSpitfire.com,
AndAnd
trytry
ourourpackage
TriumphSpitfire.com,one
of
the
highest
Triumph
traffic
sites
one of the highest Triumph traffic siteson
onthe
theweb!
web!
call:
DBMM

1-865-690-4941
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Tell us about your car!
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Send
anything
about
your
Spitfire,
GT6,
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and
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Hood Cone Uprated w/ Hardware
TR250, TR6, GT6, Spitfire
Part number: 612962UR
$4.95
Brake Rotor Set Dimpled and Slotted
GT6
Part number: 213227DLR
$90.00
Clutch Master Cylinder
Spitfire/GT6
Part number: GMC205
$45.81
Monza Exhaust System
Spitfire 67-80
Part number: 88-1284
$393.44
Alternator New 65 Amp
Spitfire 73-80, TR6, MGB
Part number: 14029HD
$99.00

